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Let X be a homogeneous continuum with H’(X) # 0. A covering space X- of X is constructed, 
as in [ 121 or [ 131, and it is shown that X- is homeomorphic to the product of one of its components 
and a compact, totally disconnected homogeneous metric space. As an application, a new proof 
is given of Hagopian’s theorem [6] that a homogeneous continuum whose only proper nondegener- 
ate subcontinua are arcs must be a solenoid. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a homogeneous continuum each of whose proper nondegenerate subcon- 
tinua is an arc. Hagopian [6] has shown that X must be a solenoid; this answered 
a question of Bing [3]. While this result is an important contribution intrinsically 
to the structure theory of homogeneous continua, it also has wider ramifications 
because a strategy has evolved for classifying other homogeneous continua by 
decomposing them continuously so that the quotient space is a homogeneous 
continuum each of whose proper nondegenerate subcontinua is an arc (see [7] and 
[15], for example). In such a strategy, this theorem is the tool which allows one to 
conclude that the quotient space is a solenoid. 
This collaboration commenced with the idea of obtaining a more accessible proof 
of Hagopian’s result by imposing the structure of a topological semigroup with 
identity on X and then invoking the result of Hudson and Mostert [8] (see also 
[lo]) to conclude that X is a group. What has evolved instead is a new proof based 
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on imposing a topological group structure on a certain covering space of X and 
then pushing this group structure onto X using the covering map. As lagniappe, we 
obtain a potentially useful local product structure on certain homogeneous continua 
with nontrivial first cohomology. 
As with most recent results on homogeneous continua, we use a result of Effros 
[5]; Ancel [l] has given an excellent exposition of this result from a topological 
viewpoint. 
A continuum is a compact, connected, nonvoid metric space. A curve is a one- 
dimensional continuum. A space is homogeneous if its homeomorphism group acts 
transitively on it. Finally, H’(X) denotes Tech cohomology with integral coefficients. 
A metric space X has the Effros property if given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such 
that whenever y and z are points of X satisfying d( y, z) < 6, there is a homeomor- 
phism h :X+X such that h(y) = z and d(x, h(x)) < s for all x E X. Such a 6 is 
called an Effros 6 for F. Effros [5] has shown that each homogeneous continuum 
has the Effros property. 
Let Y be a locally compact, separable, homogeneous metric space, and let H be 
the homeomorphism group of Y. If we give H the complemented compact-open 
topology (which Arens [2] called the g-topology), then the following results hold 
(see [l]): 
(1) H is a separable complete metric group, 
(2) the natural action of H on Y mapping H x Y to Y by (h, y)~ h( y) is 
continuous, and 
(3) for each y E Y, the evaluation map g,, : H + Y is an open map. 
2. A product structure on a covering space for X 
If X is a homogeneous continuum with H’(X) # 0, then there is an essential map 
f: X + S’. If g : X + Q is an embedding of X into the Hilbert cube Q, then the map 
of X into S’ x Q sending x to (f(x), g(x)) is an essential embedding (i.e., the 
inclusion map is not homotopic to a constant map). Henceforth we consider X to 
be essentially embedded into S’ x Cl. Let p : R x Q + S’ x Q be the universal covering 
space of S’ x Q, where p is the product of the exponential map on R and the identity 
map on Q. The map p is a local isometry. 
Let X- = p-‘(X), and let K be a component of XI. The following theorem was 
proved in [12]. 
Theorem 2.1. The spaces X- and K have the Efios property. In particular, there exists 
an E > 0 such that each e-homeomorphism of X lifts to an e-homeomorphism of XI. 
Moreover, X- and K are homogeneous. 
This construction is the Euclidean version of the hyperbolic construction of [ 131. 
In particular, without loss of generality we can assume that the deck transformation 
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4 x 1 of [ 13, Theorems 4.5 and 4.61 is 4 x 1: [w x Q + [w x Q defined by (4 x l)( r, q) = 
(r + m, q) for some positive integer m. Hence we may consider +CO to be the attracting 
point of 4 and --OO the repelling point of 4. From [ 13, Theorems 4.5 and 4.61, it 
follows that both +OO and ---CO are limit points of K, and so the following proposition 
is true. 
Theorem 2.2. The component K is unbounded in both the positive and the negative 
directions. 
We also need the simplest version of Michael’s Selection Theorem 
[ll, Corollary 21. 
Theorem 2.3. If A is a zero-dimensional metric space and B is a complete metric space, 
and if u : B + A is a surjective open map, then there exists a map f : A -+ B such that 
u(f(a))=aforeach aEA. 
Theorem 2.4. The covering space X - is homeomorphic to the product of K and a 
compact, totally disconnected, homogeneous metric space. 
Proof. We prove the theorem modulo a series of claims which are proved at the end. 
Consider the quotient space obtained from X- by shrinking each component of 
X- to a point. This quotient space, A, is totally disconnected. 
We claim that the quotient map u : X- + A is open and A is Hausdorfj; and hence 
metrizable. 
Since X- contains a compact set which meets each component of X-, the quotient 
space A is also compact. Furthermore, A is homogeneous, and so A is either a finite 
discrete space or a Cantor set. 
By Michael’s Theorem, there exists a map f: A+ X- such that u( f( a)) = a for 
each a E A. We let C =f(A). 
Let x be a point of C n K, and let H denote the homeomorphism group of X- 
with the complemented compact-open topology. Define p: H + C by p(h) = 
f( u(gx( h))) = f (u( h(x))). Since H is a complete metric space and p is an open map, 
Michael’s Theorem implies there is a map s : C + H such that p(s(c)) = c for every 
c~C.LetB=s(C).Definee:BxK+X-bye(b,k)=b(k). 
We claim that e is a homeomorphism. 
Hence the proof is complete modulo the claims. q 
Claim 1. u : X- + A is open. In fact, let E > 0 be given, and let 6 be an Efios 6 for 
F. Zf U is the &ball around the point x E K, then R(U), the union of the components 
of X- which meet U, is an open set contained in the e-neighborhood of K. 
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Proof. Let y be a point of R(U), and let K2 be the component of X- containing 
y. Let x’ be any point of K, n U, and let E’= d(x, x’). Then E’< 6, and we let 6’ be 
an Effros 6 for 6 -F’. The Effros property then implies that, if x” is a point of 
B(y, 8’) and if x” belongs to the component KS, then K,n U # 8, for K3= R(U). 
Hence R(U) is open, and the claim is proved. 0 
Claim 2. The quotient space A is Hausdor- 
Proof. We show that, if K, and K2 are components of XI, then there is a 6 > 0 
such that d(K,, K2) 2 6. Together with Claim 1, this will prove Claim 2. If K, and 
K2 are components of XI, then K, and K2 are closed, and so there is an F > 0 and 
points xi E Ki such that d(x,, KJ > e and d (x2, K,) > F. If S is an Effros 6 for this 
E, then the Effros property implies d(K,, K2) 2 6. q 
Claim 3. The function e : B x K + X- by e( b, k) = b(k) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Since e is the restriction to B x K of the natural action of H on X-, it is 
clear that the function e is continuous, and the construction of B guarantees that 
e is a bijection. We show that e is also a closed map. Indeed, let C be a closed 
subset of B x K, and let y be a limit point of e( C). Then there is a sequence {(h,, x,)} 
in C with h,(x,) + y. Now, the sequence {h,} has a convergent subsequence {h,} 
in B since B is compact, and we let h E B with h, + h. Since H is a group, we have 
h;‘+h-‘, so h;‘(h,(x,))+hP’(y). But h,‘(h,(x,))=x, for each ma0, so that 
x, + h-‘(y). This means that (h, h-‘(y)) E C since C is closed, and we have y = 
h(h-‘( y)) = e(h, h-‘(y)) E e(C). This proves the claim. q 
3. Homogeneous continua with only arcs as nondegenerate subcontinua 
Let X be a homogeneous continuum such that each proper, nondegenerate 
subcontinuum is an arc. In this section we give a proof, based on Theorem 2.4, of 
Hagopian’s result [6] that X is a solenoid. We assume throughout this section that 
X is not homeomorphic to S’, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. 
Lemma 3.1. The cohomology group H’(X) # 0. 
Proof. Since all proper, nondegenerate subcontinua of X are arcs, X is one- 
dimensional. Rogers [13] has shown that either X is tree-like, or else H’(X) Z 0. 
But Bing [3] has shown that X cannot be tree-like, so the lemma is proved. q 
Since H’(X) # 0, we can construct X- and use the results of the previous section. 
Since X is not homeomorphic to S’, there is an injection j : Iw + X such that j(rW) 
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is a dense arc component of X [14, Corollary 81. If K is a component of X-, then 
let j- : R + X- be a lift of j such that j-(R) c K. It follows that each arc component 
of K is an injected real line. 
Lemma 3.2. Each arc component of X- is unbounded. 
Proof. If one arc component of X- is bounded, then all of them are. In that case, 
the collection C of closures of arc components of X- is a collection of continua. 
An argument using the Effros property (similar to [15, Theorem 31) shows that the 
elements of C are pairwise disjoint, and so C is an uncountable collection. Since 
each arc component of X is dense, p maps each element of C onto X, and this 
contradicts the fact that point inverses under p are countable. 0 
The next argument is a modification ofthe one used in [ 161 to show that hereditarily 
indecomposable homogeneous continua are tree-like. 
Lemma 3.3. Each arc component of X- is a closed subset of X- which is homeomorphic 
to R and is unbounded in both directions. 
Proof. Let E be a positive number such that each e-homeomorphism of X lifts to 
an e-homeomorphism of X-. Let v be a point of S’, and let 6 be an Effros 6 for 
F. Let {B,, . . . , B,} be a finite cover of {v} x Q by &balls. 
Since j(R) is dense in X, we can find an arc A in j(W) that meets each &ball Bi 
which contains a point of K. For each such i, choose a point bi in B, n A. 
The arc A lifts to an arc 2 in j-(R). Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that A” is contained in the negative half of R x Q and that j-(R) is unbounded in 
the positive direction. Hence there is another arc A’ in j-(R) such that 
(1) iv A’ is an arc A, = [CO,,, CO,], 
(2) the (without loss of generality) right endpoint w, of A,, has first coordinate 
at least 2, and 
(3) P(w)E{~lXQ- 
Let Bi be one of the &balls containing p(w,), and let B and B’ be lifts of B, such 
that B n i # a’ and w, E B’. Let b E 2 and b’ be points of B and B’, respectively, 
such that p(b) = bi = p(b’). Let 4 : X- + X- be the deck transformation satisfying 
d(b) = b’. 
Let h : X- + X- be an &-homeomorphism such that h( 6’) = w, . Then the arc 
h( 4([b, w,])) c [ 1, ~0) x Q, since F < $. Furthermore, this arc contains a point w2 
such that p(wz) E {v} x 0, and w2 is at least one unit to the right of w, . 
Apply the preceding argument to the arc [w”, w2] to add another arc [q, w3] to 
[%, w2] with the properties that [q, wj] c [2, CD) x Q and w3 is at least one unit to 
the right of w2. It follows that the ray [ wO, 00) moves to the right in a desirable fashion. 
By extending [w,, 00) in the negative direction in a similar manner, we can 
conclude that (-a, w,,) moves to the left in a similar fashion. 
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Thus j(W) is closed and each point of j(R) has a neighborhood homeomorphic 
to an open interval. Hencej(R) is homeomorphic to R, and the lemma is proved. Cl 
We recall a result of Bing [3]. Suppose [a,, b,], [a,, b2], . . . is a sequence of arcs 
in a continuum Y converging to a subcontinuum Z of Y. The sequence is called a 
folded sequence of arcs converging to Z if the sequence a,, b, , a,, bZ, . . . converges 
to a point of Z. Bing [3, Theorem 61 has shown that, in a homogeneous continuum 
each of whose proper, nondegenerate subcontinua is an arc, no folded sequence of 
arcs converges to an arc. Note that this result applies to our continuum X, and that, 
with the advent of the Effros property, an easy proof of Bing’s result is now possible. 
Our next goal is to show that each arc component of X” is a component. 
Theorem 3.4. Each arc component of X- is a component of X-. 
Proof. Suppose that P, and P2 are distinct arc components of X-. We shall exhibit 
a clopen subset of X- containing P, which is disjoint from P2. 
Let S = [-a, a] x Q. Use Lemma 3.3 to choose arc components A, and A2 of S 
such that, for each i, 
(1) A,cK> 
(2) some point of A, has first coordinate -a, and 
(3) some point of A, has first coordinate $. 
Since p is a local homeomorphism, no folded sequence of arcs in S converges to 
an arc in S. 
Let U be a clopen (in S) neighborhood of A, which misses P2. By choosing I/ 
smaller, if necessary, we may assume that each arc component of U that intersects 
(0) x Q also intersects both {-a} x Q and {$} x Q (otherwise we could construct a 
folded sequence of arcs in S converging to a subarc of A,). 
Let V be the union of all arc components A of X- such that An U n ({0} x Q) Z 0. 
Then clearly P, c V and P2n V = 0, and it is straightforward to use the Effros 
property to argue that V is clopen in X-. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Zf X is not a simple closed curve, then X- is homeomorphic to the product 
qf II% and a Cantor set. 
Proof. Theorem 2.4 implies that X- is homeomorphic to RX B, where B is either 
a finite set or a Cantor set. Since X is not a one-manifold, B cannot be finite, so 
B is a Cantor set. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Zf X is a homogeneous continuum whose only proper, nondegenerate 
subcontinua are arcs, then X is a solenoid. 
Proof. Our strategy of proof is to endow the covering space X- with the structure 
of a topological group so that the covering map p : X- + X defines a topological 
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group structure on X. Since X is compact, connected, metric and one-dimensional, 
it will then follow that X is a solenoid [9, p. 1541. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, 
we establish the proof by a series of claims which are proved at the end. 
Assume that X is not a simple closed curve. By the previous lemma, X- is 
homeomorphic to the product of R and a Cantor set C’. Let h : R x C’-t X- be a 
homeomorphism, let C be the Cantor set h({O} x C’), and let c be a point of C. 
Note that h(R x C’) c R x Q. 
We show first that we may assume that h preserves the first coordinate, i.e., that 
h(r, c) E {r} x Q for each r E R and each c E C. To prove this claim, it is necessary 
to define a new embedding of X into S’ x C (see the introductory paragraph of 
Section 2). Since X has the covering space RX C’, we may regard X as obtained 
from [0, l] x C’ by identifying (0) x C’ with (1) x C’ via some homeomorphism of 
the Cantor set C’. Let k: [0, l] x C’ +X be this identification. If we regard S’ as 
exp([O, l]), then there is a natural bundle map f: X + S’ such that the restriction 
of fo k to any interval [0, l] x {c’} is just the exponential map. 
Let g:X+Q be an embedding of X into the Hilbert cube Q. Then the map 
x-(_/(x), g(x)) is an embedding i: X + S’ xQ. If q: !I3 x C’+ X is the natural 
covering map obtained by extending k (i.e., q(r, c’) = k(r (mod l), c’)), then 
is just the exponential map. Let h : [w x C’ + R x Q be the lift of i 0 q satisfying 
h(0, c’) E (0) x Q, for c’ in C’. We have the following commutative diagram: 
h 
lRxC’-X-clQxa-----+R 
I q lp Iexp 
X-i(X)cS’xQ-S’ 
Then h is a homeomorphism of R x C’ onto X- such that h( r, c’) E {r} x Q, for all 
r in 53 and c’ in C’. This proves our claim about h. 
Now, let 4 : Iw x Q + F% x Q be the homeomorphism sending (r, q) to (r + 1, q). For 
each integer n, define the homeomorphism I/J” : C + C by $“(z) = A($“(z)) n C, 
where A(p) denotes the arc component containing p. Let G = {$” 1 n E Z}. It is 
routine to verify that G is an abelian group of homeomorphisms of C. 
Since each arc component of X is dense in X, it follows that each arc component 
of X contains a dense subset of the Cantor set p(C). Hence the orbit G(c) of c is 
dense in C. If we give the homeomorphism group of C the compact-open topology, 
then since G is an abelian group, so is its closure G- in the homeomorphism group. 
We claim that G is equicontinuous on C. 
Hence the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem [4, p. 2671 implies that GP is compact, and so 
the orbit of c under the action of GP is C. 
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We claim that GP acts freely on C, i.e., no homeomorphism in GP except the identity 
has a jixed point. 
Thus the evaluation map G- + C defined by geg( c) is a homeomorphism which 
defines a group structure on C. 
Let R have the usual group structure, and endow R’ x C with the product group 
structure. Let F be the countable subgroup of RX C defined by F = 
{tn,tfi”(c))ln~~l, h w ere c is the point of C selected above. The quotient space 
(R x C)/ F carries the quotient group structure, so this is a topological group since 
F is closed in 03 x C. Let p’ : R x C + (R x C)/ F denote the quotient map. Since both 
p’ and p 0 h are quotient maps, the natural bijection of (RX C)/F onto X is a 
homeomorphism, and this defines a topological group structure on X. Thus X is a 
one-dimensional, compact, connected, metric group, and so X is a solenoid. Hence 
the proof is complete modulo the claims. Cl 
Claim 1. G is equicontinuous on C. 
Proof. Let E > 0, and let a be a positive number such that ([-a, LY] x Q) n A has 
diameter less than $E for each arc component A of X-. Let 6 be an Effros 6 for (Y 
and XI. Then 6 < (Y = $E. 
The map $:IwxQ+IwxQ sending (r,q) to (r+l,q) is an isometry, and so the 
same is true of 4” for each integer n. Let n be an integer. If x, y E C with d(x, y) < 6, 
then d($“(x), 4”(y)) < 6. Thus there is an cu-homeomorphism h : X-+ X- such 
that h(4”(x)) = 4”(y), and it follows that h(A(4”(x))) = h(A($“( y))). Hence, 
d(A(4”(x))n C, A(~“(Y)) n C) s d(A(4”(x)) n C, h(A(~“(x)) n C)) 
+ d(h(N~“(x)) n CL A(4”Cy)) n C) 
S*+;E<E. Cl 
Claim 2. The group GP acts freely on C. 
Proof. Let !P E G-, and suppose that z c C with F(z) = z. We show that !P is the 
identity map on C. Let c’ E C. Since the orbit G(z) is dense in C, there is a sequence 
{n(i)} with c’ = lim I/J”(~)(Z). Now, P(c’)= ~(lim+n(i)(z))=lim(~(~n’i’(z))= 
lim $““‘( 9(z)) ( since G- is abelian). Thus P(c’) = lim I/J”“‘(Z) = c’. This proves 
the final claim, and so the proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
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